Protease Degradation of Protein Coronas and Its Impact on Cancer Cells and Drug Payload Release.
The effect of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) on preformed protein coronas around spherical gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) was studied. Protein coronas of different compositions (human serum, human serum albumin, and collagen IV) were formed around AuNPs and characterized. The protease MMP-9 had different effects on the corona depending on the corona composition, resulting in different changes to the corona hydrodynamic diameter ( DH). When incubated with PANC-1 cells, the corona showed evidence of both increases as well as decreases in DH. Varying the composition of the corona influenced the MMP-9 activity. Furthermore, the corona was influenced not only by the protease activity of the MMP-9 but also by its ability to exchange with proteins in the preformed corona. This exchange could also occur with proteins in the media. Thus, the net effect of the MMP-9 was a combination of the MMP-9 protease activity and also exchange. Time scales for the exchange varied depending on the nature that make up the protein corona (weakly vs strongly bound corona proteins). Mass spectrometry was used to probe the protein corona composition and supported the exchange and degradation model. Together, these results indicate that the mechanism of protease activity on AuNP coronas involves both rearrangement and exchange, followed by degradation.